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Abstract—This paper presents a gas distribution chamber for a
silicon polymer-electrolyte-membrane fuel cell. The silicon struc-
ture contains the mechanical support, gas distribution channels,
and hydrogen diffusion layer, all built from the same substrate.
An identical structure can be used for the oxygen or air side,
in case of forced circulation. The novel fabrication process has
been designed for integrability of the different parts and low
cost and is based on standard microfabrication techniques. The
main advantages of the present design are the monolithic struc-
ture, the inclusion of patterned paths for the hydrogen flow, and
the creation of solid pillars for the support of the membrane.
Experimental results of the usage of the chamber as part of a
fuel cell are shown, comparing different designs for the hydro-
gen path inside the distribution chamber. For the design with a
patterned path for hydrogen, a power density of 30 mW/cm2 for
4 mL/min of hydrogen flow was measured, whereas in the design
without the patterned path, the measured power density was
only 15 mW/cm2. [2009-0178]

Index Terms—Fuel cell, gas distribution chamber, sacrificial
etching.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUEL CELLS provide electrical energy by making hydro-
gen and oxygen react in the proximity of an electrolytic

membrane which blocks electrons and of a current collector
which carries these electrons through an external electrical
load. Intense research is being put in fuel-cell devices, which
are considered to provide clean energy and are particularly
useful for vehicle power, distributed generation, and portable
electronic devices [1]. Fuel cells with nominal power ranging
from some kilowatts to a few megawatts have been built.

In recent years, standard microfabrication techniques used in
microelectromechanical-systems (MEMS) fabrication [2], [3]
have improved the development of silicon-based micro fuel
cells, which are of very small size when compared with tradi-
tional macroscopic fuel cells and also of limited power [4], [5].
These devices can represent an alternative to traditional lithium
batteries used in consumer electronics and portable applica-
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tions, offering a small weight, high energy density, nonpolluting
operation, and easy and immediate refilling [6].

In this context, polymer-electrolyte-membrane (PEM) fuel
cells [7] and direct methanol fuel cells [8], [9] have been
most widely researched to offer a commercial reality as power
sources for microelectronic devices. Among other fuel-cell
types, these two alternatives are favorable for portable appli-
cations due to their high electric conversion efficiency and low
operating temperature [4], [10]. However, several aspects like
size, cost, or ability to achieve a stable performance over long
periods of time must be improved to compete with traditional
batteries [11].

Significant efforts have focused on fuel-cell miniaturization
by developing new fabrication processes and designs which ap-
ply microfabrication techniques. Although, nowadays, silicon
technology is well known and widely used, one of the biggest
challenges in micro fuel cells is the integration of the proton-
conducting membrane into the device [12], [13].

This paper presents a work directed toward the integration
of fuel cells in microelectronic devices by providing a gas
distribution chamber for a hydrogen fuel cell built in sili-
con using standard microfabrication techniques. The presented
device has the advantage of being monolithically integrated,
without the need of assembling parts. It is composed of a silicon
substrate, the gas distribution chamber itself, and a conductive
membrane which will diffuse hydrogen to the PEM and will
collect the generated current. All parts are created from silicon-
based materials, and the chamber is created by etching away a
sacrificial silicon oxide layer, hence releasing the membrane.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II will present the principles taken into account when
designing the device and the different features that were im-
plemented in the distribution chamber. Section III will describe
the fabrication process carried out to create the fuel-cell device
from a silicon wafer. In Section IV, the experimental results
that prove the usefulness of the device will be presented, and
the different designs will be compared. Finally, in Section V,
some conclusions will be emphasized.

II. DESIGN

A. Principles of Design

A MEMS fuel cell has one port for hydrogen input and
other one for the output of the waste hydrogen not consumed.
Between them, hydrogen will flow through a gas diffusion
chamber so that it is distributed over the PEM. This chamber
should be thin in order to put as much hydrogen as possible
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Fig. 1. General structure of a silicon fuel cell with the integrated gas distribu-
tion chamber.

in contact with the membrane. One of the objectives of this
paper is to build a monolithic fuel cell, so the chamber must
be integrated inside the fuel-cell substrate, and opened holes
will put it in contact with the membrane and the input and
output ports.

For a monolithic construction, the chamber will be built by
creating a sacrificial layer of silicon oxide and then selectively
etching it. As the chamber needs to have some holes to connect
it with the membrane, these same holes will be used to remove
the sacrificial material and create the chamber. This process will
be explained in Section II-B.

A current collector made of platinum will be put in contact
with the membrane. When hydrogen oxidation occurs, the gen-
erated electrons will flow through the collector and produce the
desired power. The current collector will also be monolithically
integrated with the rest of the structure. The proposed fuel cell
is shown in Fig. 1. Solid structures (pillars and walls) can be
placed inside the chamber to optimize the flow of hydrogen
inside it, as it will be explained in Section II-B.

For the access of hydrogen to the membrane, it is desirable to
have as many holes as possible, giving a larger area of access.
However, for the collection of current, metal has to be present
in the areas that are not open. In order to obtain a compromise
between open and closed areas, holes of 30 μm in diameter
were chosen for the present design, organized in a rectangular
array with a separation of 10 μm between them.

B. Pillars and Walls Inside the Distribution Chamber

The oxide that is used as a sacrificial layer to form the
distribution chamber can be patterned in a variety of ways
by adjusting the photolithography mask used on the collector
membrane and the etching time (fabrication process will be
explained in detail in Section III). The main requisite for the
distribution chamber is that hydrogen must be able to flow
through it, and ideally, it should reach the membrane on the
largest possible area.

However, there are other features that can be accomplished
by adequately patterning the sacrificial oxide. In this paper, pil-
lars and walls were built using the oxide for different purposes.

Pillars were built to support the membrane and prevent it
from breaking when hydrogen flows below it. A finite-element
simulation of the mechanical displacement and stress of the
membrane when a pressure load is applied under it was per-
formed. The chosen pressure for the simulation ranged from
0 to 3 atm, covering all the expected values for the hydrogen

Fig. 2. Simulation results for the finite-element analysis of the membrane
stress under a pressure load (stress in megapascals).

Fig. 3. Detail of mask design and creation of oxide pillars.

feeding pressure. With the help of the numerical simulation,
the minimum separation of solid pillars placed to prevent the
membrane from breaking was determined. It was obtained that
the adequate separation between pillars was 10 μm.

Results of the simulation can be seen in Fig. 2. In this image,
equivalent Von Mises stress on the membrane is shown for a
part of the membrane where 15 pillars are placed, and a pressure
of 3 atm is applied on it. It can be seen how stress at every
point is well below the breaking stress for polysilicon, which is
around 1200 MPa [14].

In order to build the pillars, the design of the photolithogra-
phy mask used to open the orifices in the collector membrane
was adapted. By strategically removing the orifices at certain
points (see Fig. 3) and calculating the adequate time for the
etching of oxide, pillars can be left at the desired points. In
Fig. 3, the central shaded area corresponds to the oxide that will
not be etched in the allotted time and will remain as a support
pillar. The final perimeter of the pillars is always formed by the
union of four circle pieces, as shown in the figure.

A similar approach was used to fabricate walls inside the
distribution chamber. The purpose of the walls was to force
the hydrogen to follow a particular path when flowing and thus
force it to cover a greater area of the membrane. It was believed
that the added fluidic resistance to gas flow created by the walls
would be compensated with the increase in generated energy
due to a larger membrane area being used [15].
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Fig. 4. Fabrication process for the fuel-cell chip.

Two different device designs were conceived: with free
and forced hydrogen paths. Experimental results for both will
be presented in Section IV, and their performances will be
compared against each other and with previously reported
configurations.

III. FABRICATION PROCESS

The fabrication process (see Fig. 4) starts with a p-doped
double-sided polished Si wafer. Over it, a 3-μm-thick ther-
mal oxide is grown, which will be used as the sacrificial
layer [Fig. 4(a)]. On top of the oxide, 3 μm of polysilicon
is deposited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition. The
polysilicon layer will form the structural layer that will support
the membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) and will act as part
of the current collector. Polysilicon is doped with POCL3 to
improve the electrical conductivity [Fig. 4(b)].

After materials are deposited, photolithography is performed
on the top side to pattern the orifices in the polysilicon layer. In
the mask used, the design chosen for the gas conduction path
and support pillars mentioned in Section II is defined. Using
the pattern defined by photolithography, polysilicon is etched
using reactive ion etching (RIE). RIE is also used to remove
all polysilicon on the bottom side of the wafer [Fig. 4(c)]. A
microscopy view of the patterned polysilicon on top side can
be seen in Fig. 6.

The next step is to open the input and output holes for
hydrogen feeding. This is done by performing photolithography

Fig. 5. View of the polysilicon membrane after being patterned to form the
holes through which etching of sacrificial oxide will be performed.

Fig. 6. Top view of the finished fuel cell and close-up view of the area around
the input port. The configuration shown here is the forced-path chip.

on the bottom side, aligning between both sides. Two orifices
are opened in the bottom-side oxide, and the remaining material
is used as a hard mask for the deep RIE step. A Bosch process
is used, with CF4 and SF6 plasma [16]. The process lasts until
the wafer has been perforated and the oxide on the top side has
been reached [Fig. 4(d)].

To form the chamber through which the hydrogen flows, the
oxide is etched in HF (49%) through the holes opened in the
polysilicon layer (Fig. 5). The distribution of these holes and
the etching time will determine the final shape of the chamber.
As explained earlier, leaving areas of polysilicon membrane
without holes will make pillars and walls inside the chamber
[Fig. 4(e)]. The etching time was 20 min, which was found to
create pillars of about 10 μm in size.

Finally, the current collector is created on the top side of the
device by sputtering Ni as a seed layer and then depositing Pt
by e-beam deposition [Fig. 4(f)].

Fig. 6 shows an image of the finished device, as seen from
its top side. In the close-up view, one can see the orifices in
the metallized membrane and the locations where no orifices
have been patterned and an oxide pillar exists underneath. In
the large image, the location of the created walls is clearly seen.
The forced path of hydrogen makes it follow a serpentine shape,
covering most of the active area of the chip.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to characterize the device experimentally, a setup
was assembled to put together the different parts needed. Both
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Fig. 7. Fuel-cell prototype design. (a) Overhead view of the PCB bottom
cover with the fuel-cell chip. (b) Overhead view of the top cover with the current
collector. (c) Cross-sectional view of the complete assembly.

free-path and forced-path configurations were evaluated and
compared for the micro fuel cell. Two identical assemblies were
fabricated, changing the chip glued on them. The prototype
assembly and dimensions are shown in Fig. 7. The complete
fuel cell consists of two printed circuit board (PCB) coverings,
with the silicon chip and a MEA between both parts. The used
MEA was a commercial five-layer one, with a thickness of
51 μm (N-112) and a platinum loading of 0.5 mg/cm2. The
PCBs were previously electroplated with a thin gold layer in
order to avoid copper oxidation and to enhance the connection
with the chip.

The bottom cover had a previously patterned area that con-
nected the fuel-cell chip with the external load by means of wire

Fig. 8. Experimental setup for the characterization of the fuel cell.

bonding. The chip was glued onto the gold square of the PCB
in order to avoid displacements, wire breakage, or mismatching
with the MEA [Fig. 7(a)]. Symmetrical holes were drilled in
the PCB to connect this board with the top cover, sandwiching
the MEA and achieving a good connection with the current
collector. In the reverse side of the bottom cover, two orifices
aligned with the hydrogen input and output ports were drilled
to allow the fuel injection.

The gold layer on the top cover was patterned to form a
square, and several small orifices were drilled in it. Gold would
act as current collector, and drilled holes would allow the fuel
cell to access the oxygen from the ambient air [Fig. 7(b)].
Finally, both covers were assembled with the MEA between
them and aligned onto the fuel-cell chip active area [Fig. 7(c)].
The fuel-cell chip active area was 1 cm2.

Current–voltage characteristics and power output were mea-
sured for both fuel cells, with the free-path design chip and the
forced-path one. A photograph of the micro-fuel-cell prototype
and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.

A. Free-Path Design Chip

The polarization characteristics of the micro-fuel-cell assem-
bly with the free-path-configuration chip were measured first. A
free H2 distribution over the electroactive surface was allowed
by this chip design. Power density and generated voltage per-
formances were evaluated for the fuel-cell system.

Experimental tests were carried out by supplying a fixed non-
humidified hydrogen flow rate by using a mass-flow controller,
while O2 was provided directly by passive ambient air. The fuel
cell was connected to an adjustable electrical load in order to
obtain the curves shown in Fig. 9.

With the presented chip design, a peak power density of
15 mW/cm2 was obtained for an H2 flow rate of 4 mL/min at
1 atm. The maximum output voltage was 560 mV. Experimen-
tal tests were carried out at an ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.
Hydrogen flow rate was chosen as 4 mL/min in order to
maximize generated power density.

B. Forced-Path Design Chip

For this experiment, a micro-fuel-cell assembly with the
forced-path-configuration chip was employed. The multichan-
nel silicon structure designed for this chip forced the H2 distri-
bution over the electroactive surface.
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Fig. 9. Measurement of power density and output voltage generated by the
free-path fuel-cell chip for a 4-mL/min H2 flow rate. The figure shows the peak
power of 15 mW/cm2 under about 57-mA/cm2 current load.

Fig. 10. Measurement of power density and output voltage generated by the
forced-path fuel-cell chip for a 4-mL/min H2 flow rate. The figure shows a peak
power of 30 mW/cm2 under about 77-mA/cm2 current load.

Polarization characteristics were measured and evaluated
for the fuel-cell system in an analogous way: The device
was connected to a mass-flow controller in order to supply a
controlled nonhumidified hydrogen flow rate, whereas the O2

was provided by passive ambient air. An adjustable load was
connected to the fuel cell, and the power and polarization curves
shown in Fig. 10 were obtained.

With the forced-path chip, a maximum power density of
30 mW/cm2 was obtained, with an H2 flow rate of 4 mL/min
at 1 atm. Hydrogen flow rate was again chosen for maximizing
power density. The output voltage peak was 715 mV at an
ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.

C. Comparison of Different Configurations

According to the V –I characteristics previously shown for
the fuel-cell free-path and forced-path chips, important differ-
ences between both designs can be seen. Experimental tests
were prepared with the same ambient conditions and measure-
ment procedure in order to determine the optimal geometry for
the fuel-cell hydrogen distribution chamber.

The measured curves for generated power shown in Figs. 9
and 10 show obviously superior characteristics for the forced-
path configuration, including a difference of approximately
60 mA/cm2 in the maximum current density. The forced-path
fuel cell also presented a higher peak power density, duplicating

Fig. 11. Time evolution of the open-circuit voltage for the forced-path fuel-
cell chip.

this value with regard to free-path design chip and achieving
30 mW/cm2. When compared with the free-path chip, the fuel
cell with the forced-path distribution chamber achieved a 67%
higher peak power density.

When current–voltage characteristics are compared, the
forced-path chip presented a short-circuit output voltage ap-
proximately 155 mV higher than the free-path configuration.
For both configurations, hydrogen consumption was measured
to be around 40%.

From these results, it can be inferred that a gas diffu-
sion chamber with properly placed walls inside it will better
distribute the hydrogen, improving the micro-fuel-cell power
performance. With the forced-path chip design, the gas will
flow through the serpentine path structure, reaching a larger
membrane active surface than in a free-path chip design, where
hydrogen flow will simply follow the path with the least fluidic
resistance between the input and the output.

Ambient conditions during fuel-cell characterization must be
carefully considered as well, due to water flooding of the MEA.
When the fuel cell produces a high output current, the chemical
reaction will cause a large volume of water generated in the
membrane, obstructing the fuel-cell performance. Vaporization
of this water is difficult under a high humidity (> 80%) or
a relatively low temperature condition (< 20 ◦C). If temper-
ature increases, water vaporization in the MEA is enhanced,
improving the fuel-cell operation, but a too low environmental
humidity will cause an excessive loss of water in the membrane,
thereby degrading the reaction performance. The developed
PEM micro fuel cell is suitable for optimal operation at medium
temperature (20 ◦C–40 ◦C) and humidity range (40%–70%).

The forced-path fuel-cell transient output voltage in the ab-
sence of load was measured as a function of time under optimal
ambient conditions, with the results shown in Fig. 11. During
the initial seconds, a slight fluctuation in output voltage is
observed, jumping to a peak of 775 mV and then decreasing to
715 mV. This period lasted approximately 15 s. From this
moment, the output potential presented no significant varia-
tions, keeping its value for several minutes and then gradu-
ally leveling off and then slowly decreasing to approximately
0.65 V after 4 h of operation. This time period was not shown
in Fig. 11 in order to emphasize the initial voltage fluctuations.
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The warm-up time of the presented fuel cell was roughly
estimated at within 20–30 s from the fuel feeding on. It is
important to highlight that the peak power density achieved
by the presented fuel-cell chip could be slightly increased by
a forced O2 flow rate supplied to the chip, instead of using
ambient air.

From these results, the micro power system presented could
be useful in some very low power applications that would
demand a high-level system integration and not much stringent
requirements in power density conditions, like smart sensors or
other very low power electronic products.

D. Discussion

The results presented previously prove that the use of a
forced path in the gas distribution chamber improves the over-
all operation of a fuel cell, with the other parameters being
constant. The final power density and output voltage are a
function not only of the gas distribution chamber but also of
other fuel-cell components. For this reason, it is difficult to
compare the performance of the designs presented in this paper
against previous ones with arbitrary components. Nevertheless,
PEM micro fuel cells using similar distribution chambers have
been previously reported in the literature by several authors, and
their results can be compared with the present one.

Xiao et al. [4] developed a fuel cell fabricated with silicon
wafers bonded to Nafion, giving a maximum power density
of 13.7 mW/cm2. The flow rates of H2 and O2 were 2.2 and
8.8 mL/min, respectively, operating at room temperature.
Although the power density achieved with our device approx-
imately doubles this value, the H2 flow rate required in this
fuel cell is half, thus presenting similar power characteristics
and fuel utilization. Nevertheless, pure O2 flowing on cathode
is required for this design.

Chen et al. [5] have reported a self-breathing proton-
exchange-membrane fuel cell, which consists of six single cells
connected in series. The polarization curves of an individual
cell under a 60-mL/min H2 flow rate presented a power-density
peak higher than 140 mW/cm2. In a way similar to our design,
natural air self-breathing instead of pure O2 gas feeding elim-
inates the complexity of the oxidant-gas management system.
This fuel cell also presented a similar fuel utilization, measured
within the range of 33%–37%.

In the work reported by Hsieh et al. [7], the fuel-cell device
presented a power density of 25 mW/cm2 at 0.65 V when the
fuel was applied with nonhumidified hydrogen at 4 atm and
air at 1 atm. Very similar characteristics to the fuel cell de-
scribed here were achieved, with a maximum power density of
31 mW/cm2 at 0.4 V with an ambient temperature of 25 ◦C.

Another high value for power density, i.e., 58 mW/cm2,
has been obtained by Pichonat and Gauthier-Manuel [3] when
substituting the Nafion-based PEM by a membrane fabricated
using porous silicon and conducting silane. The open-circuit
voltage for this fuel cell was 0.68 V.

V. CONCLUSION

The monolithic fabrication of an entire MEMS fuel cell has
significant advantages, such as avoiding the need of bonding

different parts or using complex setups to hold all parts together
without gas leakages. The fabrication process presented here
shows an advance toward a micro fuel cell where all compo-
nents are monolithically integrated. The present process allows
the fabrication of the cell substrate, gas distribution cham-
ber, and current collector from a silicon wafer using standard
processing techniques commonly available in microfabrication
facilities.

The fabrication process devised also includes the possibility
of shaping the gas distribution chamber, keeping solid pillars
or walls inside it. The pillars can be used to improve the
mechanical resistance of the membrane that forms the top of
the chamber, while the walls can direct the hydrogen flow in
the chamber, making it reach a larger area of the PEM and
increasing the device performance. Experimental results show
that when this forced path for the gas is used, larger power is
extracted from the cell.

With the device presented in this paper, every part of a
fuel cell can be integrated, except for the catalyst and PEM.
In the future, research can be directed toward improving the
integration of these fundamental parts in the same structure,
getting closer to the final aim of building a totally integrated
fuel-cell microsystem.
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